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Raspberry Stone      Sage         Gold         Claret       Saffron      Meadow  Copper    Camel    Citron 
 
 
 
The stitches and abbreviations are as follows: 
 
 

sl st = slip stitch 

ch = chain 

sc = single crochet 

hdc = half-double crochet 

dc = double crochet 

tr = treble crochet 

 

bpsc = back post single crochet 

bphdc = back post half-double crochet 

bpdc = back post double crochet 

fphdc = front post half-double crochet 

fpdc = front post double crochet 

fptr = front post treble crochet 

 

 
tc2tog = work treble crochet decrease across two stitches 
fphdc2tog = work front post half-double crochet decrease across two stitches 
fpdc2tog = work front post double crochet decrease across two stitches 
fptr2tog = work front post treble crochet decrease across two stitches 
fptr3tog = work front post treble crochet decrease across three stitches or as specified. 
 
V stitch = (dc, ch2, dc) in same stitch 
Narrow V stitch = (dc, ch1, dc) in same stitch 
Cluster = worked with three dc stitches throughout pattern. 
Shell stitch= (dc, ch1, dc, ch1, dc, ch1, dc) in same stitch. 
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Rectangle section 

 

Notes: This is worked up with alternating rows of double crochet + post stitches, and single 

crochet. You turn the piece at the end of each row. The single crochet is worked with the back 

side of the piece facing, the double crochet + post stitches are worked with the front side facing. 

You may find it helpful to use stitch markers to mark where you put the post stitches.  

 

You need to make four of these rectangles. 

 

1) With camel, work 65 foundation double crochet. 

 

2) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn.  

 

 

3) With sage, begin with standing dc in first sc 

of row. 

Dc in next 3 stitches, then fptr around fifth 

foundation dc from row 1. Skip st behind 

fptr.  

Dc in next 9 stitches, then fptr around 15th 

foundation dc from row 1. Skip st behind 

fptr.  

Dc in next 9 stitches, then fptr around 25th 

foundation dc from row 1. Skip st behind 

fptr.  

Dc in next 7 stitches, then fptr around 33rd 

foundation dc from row 1. Skip st behind 

fptr.  

Dc in next 7 stitches, then fptr around 41st foundation dc from row 1. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 9 stitches, then fptr around 51st foundation dc from row 1. Skip st behind fptr.   

Dc in next 9 stitches, then fptr around 61st foundation dc from row 1. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 4 stitches. (7 fptr, 58 dc). 

 

 

4) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn. 
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5) With saffron, begin with standing dc in first 

sc of row.  

Dc in next 3 stitches, then fptr around fptr 

from row 3. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 9 stitches, then fptr around fptr 

from row 3. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 9 stitches, then fptr around fptr 

from row 3. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 6 stitches. fptr around fptr from 

row 3, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr 

around the same fptr from row 3, skip next 

stitch. (Photo 2) 

Dc in next 6 stitches, then fptr around fptr 

from row 3. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 9 stitches, then fptr around fptr from row 3. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 9 stitches, then fptr around fptr from row 3. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 4 stitches. (8 fptr, 57 dc) 

 

 

6) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn. 

 

 

7) With gold, begin with standing dc in first sc 

of row.  

Dc in next 2 stitches. Fptr around fptr from 

row 5, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr 

around same fptr, skip next stitch. (Photo 2) 

Dc in next 8 stitches, then fptr around fptr 

from row 5. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 9 stitches, then fptr around fptr 

from row 5. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 7 stitches, then fptr3tog around  

dc from row 5,  (between the two fptr from 

row 5, Photo 3).  Skip st behind fptr3tog 

Dc in next 7 stitches. Fptr around fptr from 

row 3, Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next 8 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 5, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr around 

same fptr, skip next stitch. (Photo 2)  

Dc in next 8 stitches, fptr around fptr from row 5, Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next four stitches. (8 fptr, 1 fptr3tog, 56 dc) 

 

8) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn. 

 

9) With claret, begin with standing dc in first sc of row.  

Dc in next 3 stitches, then fptr3tog around dc of row 7 (between two fptr, Photo 3). Skip st 

Photo 2 

Photo 3 
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behind fptr3tog.   

Dc in next 8 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 7, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr around 

same fptr from row 7, then skip next stitch (Photo 2).  

Dc in next 8 stitches, then fptr around fptr from row 7. Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next 14 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 7, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr around 

same fptr from row 7, skip next stitch (Photo 2).  

Dc in next 8 stitches, then fptr3tog around dc from row 7 (between two fptr Photo 3). Skip st 

behind fptr3tog. 

Dc in next 8 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 7, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr around 

same fptr from row 7, skip next stitch (Photo 2).  

Dc in next 3 stitches. (2 fptr3tog, 7 fptr, 56 dc) 

 

10) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn. 

 

11) With citron, begin with standing dc in first sc of row.  

Dc in next 13 stitches. Fptr3tog around 13th dc from row nine (between two fptr, Photo 3), Skip 

st behind fptr3tog.   

Dc in next 8 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 9, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr around 

same fptr from row 9, skip next stitch.( Photo 2)  

Dc in next 14 stitches, then fptr3tog around dc from row 9 (between two fptr Photo 3). Skip st 

behind fptr3tog. 

Dc in next 19 stitches. Fptr3tog in dc of row 9 (between two fptr, Photo 3). Skip st behind 

fptr3tog 

Dc in next 4 stitches. (3 fptr3tog, 2 fptr, 60dc) 

 

12) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn. 

 

13) With copper, begin with standing dc in first sc of 

row.  

Dc in next 23 stitches. Fptr3tog around dc from 

row 11. Skip st behind fptr3tog 

Dc in next 7 stitches, then fptr around 30th dc from 

row 11(33rd stitch of row). This should be in the 

centre of your row. Dc in next 32 stitches. (1 

fptr3tog, 1 fptr, 63 dc) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn.  
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15) With stone, begin with standing dc in first sc of 

row.  

Dc in next 3 stitches. Fptr around fifth dc of row 

13. Skip st behind fptr 

Dc in next 27 stitches, then fptr around fptr from 

row 13. Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next 17 stitches. Fptr around 49th dc of row 

13 (51st stitch of row).  Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 14 stitches. (3 fptr, 62 dc) 

 

 

16) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 

stitches. Break off yarn. Turn. 

 

 

17) With meadow, begin with standing dc in first sc of row.  

Dc in next 3 stitches, then fptr around fptr from row 15. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 9 stitches. Fptr around 14th dc of row 15. (15th stitch of row)   Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next 17 stitches, then fptr around fptr from row 15. Skip st behind fptr.  

Dc in next 7 stitches. Fptr around 39th dc of row 15. (41st stitch of row)  Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next 9 stitches, then fptr around fptr from row 15. Skip st behind fptr. 

Dc in next 9 stitches. Fptr around 58th dc of row 15(61st stitch of row).. Skip st behind fptr. 

Dc in next four stitches. (5 fptr, 60 dc). 

 

18) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn. 

 

19) With saffron, begin with standing dc in first sc of row.  

Dc in next 2 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 17, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr around 

same fptr, and skip next stitch. (Photo 2)  

Dc in next 8 stitches, then fptr around fptr from row 17. Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next 9 stitches. Fptr around 23rd dc of row 17. (25th stitch of row) Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next 6 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 17, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr around 

same fptr, then skip next stitch.(Photo 2)  

Dc in next 6 stitches, then fptr around fptr from row 17. Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next 8 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 17, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr around 

same fptr, then skip next stitch.(Photo 2)  

Dc in next 8 stitches, then fptr around fptr from row 17. Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next 4 stitches. (10 fptr, 55 dc) 

 

20) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn. 

 

21) With raspberry, begin with standing dc in first sc of row.  

Dc in next 3 stitches, then fptr3tog around fourth dc of row 19 (between two fptr, Photo 3.) Skip 

st behind fptr3tog.  

Dc in next 9 stitches, fptr around fptr from row 19. Skip st behind fptr 

Dc in next 8 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 19, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr around 
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same fptr, and skip next stitch. (Photo2)  

Dc in next 6 stitches. Fptr3tog around dc of row 19 (between two fptr, Photo 3 ). Skip st behind 

fptr3tog 

Dc in next 7 stitches, fptr around fptr from row 19, Skip st behind fptr  

Dc in next 9 stitches. Fptr3tog around dc from row 19 (between two fptr Photo 3). Skip st behind 

fptr3tog 

Dc in next 8 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 19, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr around 

same fptr, and skip next stitch.(Photo2) 

Dc in next 3 stitches. (3 fptr3tog, 6 fptr, 56 dc) 

 

22) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn. 

 

23) With camel, begin with standing dc in first sc of row.  

Dc in next 12 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 21, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr 

around same fptr, and skip next stitch (Photo 2).  

Dc in next 8 stitches, then fptr3tog around dc of row 21 (between two fptr, Photo 3). Skip st 

behind fptr3tog  

Dc in next 14 stitches. Fptr around fptr from row 21, skip next stitch, dc in next stitch, fptr 

around same fptr, and then skip next stitch. (Photo2)   

Dc in next 18 stitches. Fptr3tog around dc of row 21 (between two fptr Photo3). Skip st behind 

fptr3tog 

Dc in next four stitches. (4 fptr, 2 fptr3tog, 50 dc) 

 

24) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. Turn. 

 

25) With gold, begin with standing dc in first sc of row.  

Dc in next 13 stitches, then fptr3tog around dc of row 23 (between two fptr Photo3)). Skip st 

behind fptr3tog  

Dc in next 25 stitches, then fptr3tog around dc of row 23 (between two fptr Photo3). Skip st 

behind fptr3tog  

Dc in next 24 stitches. (2 fptr3tog, 63 dc). 

 

26) Turn, ch1. Sc in same stitch, then sc in next 64 stitches. Break off yarn. 

 

Sew in all ends. 
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